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Introduction 
�  Searches at ATLAS and CMS are doing a great job of excluding huge swathes of 

SUSY parameter space, but no signs of SUSY have been seen so far 
�  Two possible hard-to-reach corners of parameter space where SUSY could have 

been hiding: 
ª  “Compressed spectra” - small mass differences in decay chain, soft leptons or jets might 

fail analysis cuts 
ª  “Long-lived particles - some analyses have quality cuts that reject jets or leptons with 

“non-prompt” tracks è talk by Kristian Hahn 

�  ATLAS and CMS have conducted numerous searches to cover these 
challenging scenarios as well as we possibly can but there is still room for 
improvements! 
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Motivation for Compressed Spectra 
Compressed spectra motivated in many SUSY scenarios 
ª  In principle, any bino/wino/higgsino mass hierarchy is allowed 

ª  Higgsino-like LSP motivated by naturalness (μ at weak scale) 
and by Higgs related measurements (mass, BRs etc.) 

ª  Compressed Bino-like LSP with Wino-like NLSP motivated by DM 

ª  Anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking models predict pure Wino LSP 
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Y= Parent SUSY particle 
X= Daughter SUSY particle 

Compressed Spectra = Small 𝝙M 
𝝙M = mY – mX 

How compressed? 
Pure Higgsino or pure Wino LSP: 𝝙M=O(100s MeV)  
•  Long lifetimes ⟹ look for disappearing track 
“Mostly” Higgsino LSP: 𝝙M=O(1-10s GeV) 
•  Prompt decays ⟹ rely on soft leptons with pT as low as 4 GeV 

ª  If R-parity conserved (RPC) lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is a dark matter candidate 
ª  Compressed spectra in general searches to explore the whole parameters space 



Compressed Spectra: Theoretical Challenge  
Theoretical interesting aspects:  
ª  Some compressed models can give an estimation of the Relic density consistent 

with cosmological observations [C. Balázs et al, Phys. Rev. D 70 (2004)] 
ª  Pure bino DM plagued with overabundance  
ª  bino-higgsino well-tempered models constrained by direct dark matter searches 
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Pure Higgsino obtains right 
relic density for masses  1 TeV 

Pure Wino obtains right relic 
density for masses  2.5 TeV 

ª  Coannihilation can make significant difference. It may increase or decrease the 
relic density  

ª  In mSUGRA, bino-stau coannihilation widely studied è reduction in relic density, 
but for a very small mass range because of the correlation of superpartner masses. 

ª  pMSSM scenario: no correlation among sparticle masses è can probe full potential 
of coannihilation. 

arxiv:1702.03954 



Compressed Spectra: Experimental Challenge 
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Difficult phase-space: 
ª  small Δm è very soft leptons very 

small invariant masses 
ª  miss ing energy (MET or ET

mis s ) 
enhanced with ISR jet 

ª Generally lower cross-sections:  𝜎Higgsino = 0.23 𝜎Wino  Higgsino = 0.23 𝜎Wino  

ª Many challenges: trigger, lepton reconstruction and ID, isolation, 
background modeling, background rejection, fake lepton backgrounds… 



ª  Use initial state radiation (ISR) jet: it boosts the system 
and produces large missing transverse energy (MET) è 
ISR jets + MET  topologies to trigger and discriminate 
against backgrounds  

ª  Increased acceptance by reconstructing low-pT 
leptons: particles with low transverse momentum („soft“) 
produced in decay è soft particles are hard to detect 
at ATLAS and CMS 

ª  New “compressed” triggers:  combined information 
from both soft leptons (pT>5GeV) and MET ( > 125 GeV)  

ª  New discriminating variables added è kinematic 
information about the lepton and the soft particles to 
distinguish “prompt” (signal) leptons from those that 
may have come from a jet and are thus “non 
prompt” (background) 

ª  Long lifetimes ⟹ look for disappearing tracks is very 
challenging, LHC detectors not designed for this!  

Compressed Spectra: Experimental Challenge 
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ATLAS:  
ª  Exploit Insertable B-Layer (IBL) for long-lived particles 
ª  Isolation corrected for contributions of nearby signal leptons 

è Dedicated tool developed 
CMS:  
ª  Soft b-tagging 



 
Δm=20GeV 
Δm=50GeV 
Δm=80GeV 

CMS Soft b-tagging  

Small  𝝙M produce a large fraction of b quarks below 
the jet pT threshold which escape identification through 
our primary jet collection. 
 
In order to recover signal selection efficiency (and 
improve bkg rejection), deploy soft b-tagging 
algorithm in addition to „default“ b-tagged jets 
ª  collect all secondary vertices (SV) in the event 
ª  Inclusive Vertex Finder (IVF) algorithm based on impact 

paramater variables 

ª  Secondary Vertex: select low pT tracks (<20 GeV) and no 
„default“ jet associated to it 

ª  The presence of a soft (pT<20 GeV) non-isolated muon is 
used to estimate the fraction of soft b quarks in data. 

ª  higher MET (in case of ISR boost) will more significantly 
displace b hadrons 

ª 20% efficiency to identify a b hadron with 
pT=10-20 GeV, for a misidentification rate less 
than 1% 
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Jet pT threshold 20 GeV 

The lower 𝝙M, the less energy is available in the compressed case to 
produce a jet è jet-pT threshold at 20 GeV will miss all the soft stuff 

CMS-PAS-SUS-16-049 



Higgsino Signatures in ATLAS and CMS 
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[CMS: arXiv:1801.01846, submitted to PLB  − ATLAS: arXiv:1712.08119] 

ª Need ISR jet to boost the sparticle pair system and induce ET
miss and other 

decay products remain soft 
ª  if sleptons are too heavy decay happens through Z*/W* è need Z*/W* 

leptonic decays to reconstruct decay product and reduce bkg 
ª  Signature: soft e±e∓/μ±μ∓(Opposite Sign Same Flavor) + ET

miss 



Higgsino Signatures in ATLAS and CMS 
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Key aspects of the search: Signature: soft e±e∓/μ±μ∓ + ET
miss 

ª Sensitivity driven by low-pT leptons (lower 
than any other ATLAS/CMS search!) 

ª High-pT jet(s) and MET (well separated) 
ª Cut on HT/Et

mis  against QCD multijet events 
ª b-jet veto against ttbar 
ª MT(ℓi, Et

mis)<70GeV  è Et
mis aligned with ℓ 

ª Trigger acceptance: dimuon invariant mass mμμ<60GeV to limit the trigger rate è 
mℓ<50GeV  and pTℓℓ>3GeV 

ª HT>100 GeV: suppression of the backgrounds with low hadronic activity in the event 
ª Signal Regions: ATLAS binned mll starting from 1GeV and CMS binned mll and Et

mis  

HT/Et
misvs mll 

ET
miss  

trigger 

ET
miss +  
μμ 
 trigger 

CMS Signal Regions 

mll[GeV] 

ET
miss  



Dilepton mass mll distribution in the Higgsino Signal Regions 
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Backgrounds: 
²  tt (2l) (CMS) (ATLAS): normalized to data in control region and shapes from MC 
²  DYàττ(CMS) (ATLAS): normalized to data in control region and shapes from MC 
²  VV(mainly WW/WZ) (CMS) (ATLAS): from MC validated in data control region 
²  Fake/Non-prompt lepton prediction (CMS) (ATLAS) 

125<ETmiss<200 GeV 

Dominant background with large uncertainties in many SRs: 
CMS: prediction from tight-to-loose method, constraint in same-sign ℓ CR 
ATLAS: valued entirely from data and have dedicated regions to validate it 



Higgsino Signatures: systematic uncertainties 
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CMS 

ATLAS 

It is important to properly model the 
ISR that leads to the boost of the 
produced SUSY particles in the 
transverse plane è reweighting pT

ISR
 in 

the simulated signal events 
 

Theoretical uncertainties: 
ª The modeling uncertainties estimated by 

varying by the MG5_aMC@NLO parameters 
(renormalization, factorization and CKKW-L 
matching scales, Pythia8 shower tune 
parameters) è 20% - 40% uncertainties in the 
signal acceptance 

ª Uncertainties in the signal acceptance due to 
PDF uncertainties are evaluated following the 
PDF4LHC15 recommendations è 15% 



ATLAS and CMS Interpretations: Higgsino 
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Extension of LEP limits in 
compressed scenarios! 

CMS ATLAS 

ª Full 2015-2016 dataset 
ª 100% BR into Z*/W*, 

other SUSY particles 
assumed to be heavy 
and decoupled 

ª Cross sect ions are 
computed at NLO+NLL 



Compressed Searches with Stops in ATLAS and CMS 
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The stop decay depends on the SUSY mass spectrum 

Δm =m!t1 −m !χ10

CMS ATLAS 

If only !χ1
0  is lighter than !t1 :

!t1 → t !χ1
0 !t1 → bW !χ1

0 !t1 → bf ʹf !χ1
0 !t1 → c !χ1

0

If also !χ1
±  or !χ2

0 is lighter than !t1 :
!t1 → b !χ1

± and !t1 → t !χ2
0

ª Inclusive stop searches 
w i t h m u l t i p l e d e c a y 
modes è covering the 
b r o a d  r a n g e  o f 
parameter space (from 
c o m p r e s s e d  t o 
uncompressed) 

ª Compressed Spect ra 
dedicated analyses with 
ΔM < MW 



Scenario 1: 
Higgsino LSP 

Scenario 2: 
Bino/Higgsino mix 

Compressed Searches with Stops at ATLAS and CMS 
ª  Stops expected lighter than other squarks: mixing 

of the mass matrix and large Yukawa couplings
ª  Search for compressed stops: Δm < mW 

ª  Analyses strategy: ISR jet to boost the sparticle 
pair, detect soft products 

ª  Cosmological observations suggest coannihilation 
with lightest stop (Phys. Rev. D 70.015007 (2014)): 
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4-body Chargino-mediated 

ª  Dominate for Δm > 20 GeV 
(arXiv:1408.4662 (2014)) 

ª  Hadronic search with soft b-jets 
or soft single lepton search 
(Prompt decays are assumed) 

ATLAS:  
• 1 soft lepton CERN-EP-2017-246 
• 2  soft lepton Eur. Phys. J. C77 (2017) 898 

CMS:  
•  0 lepton JHEP 10 (2017) 005  
•  1 lepton (incl. MVA & combination with 0l) CMS-PAS-SUS-17-005  
•  2 soft lepton arXiv:1801.01846  

Final states with 0, 1 or 2 soft leptons 



Compressed Searches with Stops at ATLAS and CMS 
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Compressed Spectra dedicated analyses 
with ΔM < MW: 
ª Soft and Isolated lepton (muon or electron)  
ª Cut on ET

miss> 100 -200 GeV and require 
one ISR jet back-to-back with ET

miss 
ª select ≥4 jets and ≥1 b-jets  

Dominant backgrounds: 
ª if b’s are involved: „lost lepton“ (tt, W+Jets, 

tt+W, single t) è leptonic decay, but 
lepton fails acceptance or is reconstructed 
as a jet 

ª if b’s are not involved: Z→νν (Z+Jets, tt+Z) 

Signal Regions: several low-Δm regions for 
compressed spectra è categorization in Nj, 
Nb, NSV, pT(ISR-jet), pT(b-jet), MET 
 
Exclusion technique: cut-and-count and 
MVA (shape-fit in BDT score) 

 



Stop pair production Signatures: systematic uncertainties 
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Dominant experimental uncertainties on the jet energy scale (JES) and jet energy 
resolution (JER) 

•  JES: the uncertainties due to miscalibration of the JES are estimated by varying 
the jet energy corrections up and down by one standard deviation and 
propagating the effect to the calculation of ET

miss  

•  signal 4% and background 2% 
•  JER: differences of the JER between data and simulation are accounted for by 

smearing the momenta of jets in simulation  
•  total yields affected by up to 1% for signal and background 

Dominant theoretical uncertainties: relies on the simulation of W+jets and tt production 
and is sensitive to theoretical uncertainties on the ISR è signal composition and  
description of the W boson transverse momenta  pT(W) reweighting 

²  2% to 10% for the W+jets process 
²  less than 1% for the tt process 

CMS 
uncertainty due to the 

simulation of pileup è 2% on 
background yields 



ATLAS and CMS Interpretations: Stop pair production 
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4-body Chargino-mediated 

CMS 

ATLAS 

Chargino-mediated Chargino-mediated 

1 soft 
lepton 

0l / soft 1l 
combination 



ATLAS and CMS Interpretations: Stop pair production 
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CMS ATLAS 

Stop pair production in final states with 2 soft leptons 

Chargino-mediated 



Stop pair production interpretation in MonoJet 
Analysis in ATLAS 
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ATLAS: JHEP 01 (2018) 126 CMS: EXO-16-048 

4-body Charm-mediated 

Details in G. Gustavino’s talk 



Conclusions and Plans 
ª  Excellent performance of LHC in the last years, data ready to be analyzed from 2017 and new 

data coming soon  
ª  Extensive search program performed at ATLAS and CMS covering a huge variety of topologies 
ª  Several theory motivations to search for: Light and compressed Higgsinos and top squarks  
 
ª  Compressed spectra require new approaches and ideas: 

ª  Development and optimization of key analysis tools allows probing of compressed and very  

compressed regions 
ª  Dedicated trigger strategy for opposite-sign lepton pairs allows going down to 3-5 GeV in 

momentum  
ª  Soft b-tagging recovers signal efficiency below jet-pT threshold 
ª  Challenging signatures: low ET

miss and soft decay products  

ª  Using ISR boost and soft leptons reconstruction we have already explored a good portion of this 
phase space but no hint for new physics observed, large regions of parameter space were 
excluded 

ª  Hard work to cover even more topologies and probe even larger regions of parameter space 
but there is still room for more!! 
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Backup 



Why Compressed Higgsinos? 
Why higgsinos: In “natural” SUSY models, higgsinos should be light 
 
 
 
 
 

�  μcontrols all higgsino masses and  m2
Hu (set by stop and gluino 

masses) should both be small for fine-tuning to be minimal 
�  Higgsino masses affect fine-tuning at tree-level! 
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Why compressed: 
If the lightest neutralinos and charginos are dominated by the higgsino, the 
mass splitting between them will be small: O(100 MeV - several GeV) è The 
mass splitting is determined by how dominant the higgsino component is 

fine-tuning equation 

Depending on model details, wide variety of signatures possible 



Reconstruction & Background Estimation 
Background estimation methods 
ª  Irreducible Background (tt, DY,...) : 

normalized in data control regions and 
shapes from MC  

ª  Data-driven estimates: for detector / 
instrumental effects, e.g. instrumental 
ET

miss, fake / non-prompt leptons 
ª  VV(mainly WW/WZ): from MC validated in 

data control region 
ª  Rare backgrounds (ttZ, VVV): Raw MC 
ª  Fake leptons/Non-prompt prediction 
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Some recent updates & improvements 
ª  Dedicated MC (dibosons and Z/γ*) at very low mll and very low lepton pT è 

phase-space regions not covered by previous analyses 
ª  ATLAS: developing signal samples è for example the use of MadSpin to model the 

decays (ArXiv: 1212.3460)  
ª  New discriminating variables added è kinematic information about the lepton 

and the soft particles to distinguish “prompt” (signal) “non prompt” (background) 
leptons 

ª  Use of new techniques like Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction (RJR)  
ª  Complex Multi-bin shape fits and MVA analysis to maximize the sensitivity  



Compressed Electroweak SUSY 
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In principle, any bino/wino/higgsino mass hierarchy is allowed 

Natural SUSY, i.e. SUSY models that solve the hierarchy problem with little fine 
tuning, imposes mass constraints: 
ª m(Ĥ)< 200–300 GeV 
ª Compressed spectra: ingredient of Natural SUSY 
ª  Existing limits: at LEP charginos excluded up to 100 GeV for all Δm 
ª  Large datasets at the LHC mean we are finally competitive with LEP limits! 

Mass 

!χ2
0 !χ1

± ⇒ !W

!χ1
0 ⇒ !B

!χ4
0 !χ3

0 !χ2
± ⇒ !H Higgsino 

Wino 

Bino 

Δm ~ few – tens of GeV 

Δm ~ few hundreds MeV 
(assuming heavy 
sfermions and higgsinos) 

~ 200–300 GeV 

Phys. Rev. D 90. 115007 (2014) 



ATLAS Interpretations: Bino/Higgsino Mix Model 
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ATLAS 

Well-tempered neutralino pMSSM 
provides a viable dark-matter 
candidate: 
ª  LSP is a mix of bino and higgsino 

to address naturalness 
ª  Electrowinos are compressed,

20-50 GeV of lightest state 
ª  SM Higgs mass and neutralino 

annihilation rate consistent with 
dark-matter relic density 

                 (0.10< Ωh2 < 0.12) 



ATLAS Reconstruction Tools: soft leptons 
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ª Searches with leptons: acceptance gains when reconstructing low pT leptons è also allow 
to tag intermediate sparticles (useful to characterize observed signal!) 

ª Crucial to probe e.g. direct χχ production for small Δm(χ1; χ0) 
ª But already good to use in wide SUSY searches 
ª Crucial to exploit W/Z physics at the TeV scale 
ª You need to trust your lepton reco/ID uncertainty to be able to constrain SM backgrounds 

from the data  

Lepton performances (reconstruction, identification, calibration, isolation) 
assessed (2016 data) down to pT = 4.5 GeV (electrons) or pT = 4 GeV (muons) 

Muons 
Electrons 



ATLAS Reconstruction Tools: MET and Jets 
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ª  pile-up is a limitation to MET trigger performance: need sophisticated 
algorithms to retain sensitivity to softer signals (e.g. spin-0 interactions) 

ª  understanding of calorimeter response paramount for accurate JES 
uncertainty 

Efficient MET & jet reconstruction and calibration techniques at all 
momenta 



ATLAS: Isolation improvements for compressed signals 

ª Small ΔR expected for leptons from compressed signals 
ª  Isolation can be corrected by nearby signal leptons entering 

isolation cone è Dedicated tool developed (4L EWK) 
ª  Important recovery of acceptance at low dilepton masses mll 
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Electron currently supported down to 4.5GeV (ATLAS) and 5GeV (CMS)  
Muon currently supported down to 4GeV (ATLAS) and 3.5GeV (CMS)  



Higgsino in GMSB model in ATLAS 
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ATLAS-CONF-2017-081 
Challenges - Analysis aims to cover both low- and high-Higgsino masses: 
•  Need independent trigger strategies to maximize sensitivity 
•  Need to keep optimization a bit generic to capture both h/Z 
•  Need to carefully optimize flavor tagging strategy 
•  Need careful data-driven background estimate in low-mass search 

In low-mass search normalization 
and shape corrections in 

dedicated regions using BDT 
(purely data-driven) 



Higgsino in GMSB model in ATLAS: Interpretations 
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•  Set limits in models assuming 100% 
higgsino to Higgs 

•  Limits as low as 130 GeV, and as high 
as 880 GeV 

•  Low-mass (<300 GeV) and high-mass 
analyses (>300 GeV) both 
contribute! 

•  Also set limits on variable BR of higgsino 
•  to Z or Higgs 
•  Can exclude as low as 45% BR to Higgs 

decays 
•  Many regions with weaker constraints 

Pure Higgs decay Variable Higgs/Z BR decay 

GMSB models still have lots of ground to cover by relaxing branching ratios to Higgs 

ATLAS-CONF-2017-081 


